
 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 

You are among America’s 78 million “baby boomers” who enjoy a 
level of health, education and social awareness never dreamed of 
by your grandparents. You are ready for a new challenge  – 
something that offers a renewed sense of purpose and contributes 
to the greater good. 
 
It’s a simple goal but not an easy one to reach. How do you move 
into a new stage of work in the nonprofit sector? 
 
Encore Fellowships have become part of the answer – a powerful 
demonstration of how experience and talent can help address 
some of society’s greatest challenges.  Encore Fellowships provide 
a source of fresh, high-impact talent for organizations that would 
not be able to afford their expertise otherwise. 
 
The number of Encore Fellows nationally has grown dramatically 
since the 2009 pilot, with new programs and more fellowships 
launching every year. This year hundreds of Encore Fellows all 
across the United States will increase the capacity of nonprofits, 
while gaining a new skill-set and learning firsthand how social-
purpose organizations work.   
 

“It's terrific to know you can help an organization be better at what they do, 
you can give back, and you can earn a modest stipend.”   
Fred Wallace, former marketing executive, Fellow at a Child and Family Services agency in San Bernardino, CA  

 

BVU’s Encore Fellowship 
program takes your skills 
and experience at the end of 
your midlife career and 
matches you with a nonprofit 
organization where you can 
help build capacity, grow 
strategically and, ultimately, 
have a broader impact on 
your community. 
 
Nonprofit agencies need your 
skills in marketing, 
communications, strategy 
and planning, information 
technology, operations, 
performance management, 
human resources, financial 
management and 
engineering. 

 

  
 

Apply Today 

http://www.tfaforms.com/192367?tfa_Ownerid=005G000000413Mu&tfa_9504653290608=001G000001BabuX


“It may not be obvious as 
you leave a successful 
career with a great 
company that your most 
important work may still 
be ahead of you.” 
 
Lyle Hurst, former VP at HP, fellow at 
Partners in School Innovation, San 
Francisco, CA  
 

HOW THE PROGRAM WORKS 
 
Encore Fellows are carefully matched with nonprofit host organizations 
to ensure that their work will make an impact.  Candidates are 
screened for commitment, flexibility, experience and willingness to 
adapt and learn. On the other side, the nonprofits are vetted for their 
level of investment in this type of engagement. 
  
During the fellowship period (12 months, half time), fellows commit to 
1,000 hours of work, are paid a stipend and are embedded as part of 
the nonprofit staff. This practice allows them to deliver greater impact 
than the fellows could as volunteers, board members or short-term 
consultants. 
  
The Encore Fellowship program in Northeast Ohio is operated by BVU: 
The Center for Nonprofit Excellence in partnership with The Encore 
Fellowships Network.  BVU has a 21-year history of engaging 
professionals in meaningful and high impact projects at nonprofit 
organizations.   
 
BVU identifies the nonprofit work hosts, recruits candidates, helps with 
matchmaking and provides ongoing support, oversight and education 
to fellows and work hosts.  BVU convenes regular meetings for fellows 
to facilitate learning, share experiences and provide additional insight 
on the nonprofit sector. These meetings further enhance the fellowship 
and provide opportunity for the fellows to build a new network of 
connections in the nonprofit area. 

 

The BVU Encore Fellowship Program has been developed 
in partnership with The Encore Fellowship Network.   Encore.org is building a 
movement to make it easier for millions of people to pursue second acts for the 
greater good.  Through an inventive program portfolio, Encore.org demonstrates the 
value of experience in solving society’s greatest problems – from education to the 
environment, health care to homelessness.  The goal: to produce a windfall of talent 
to help solve society’s greatest problems. 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
  

 
 

 

How To Get Involved: 
Apply today or can contact Thomas 
Reuter for more information at 
treuter@bvuvolunteers.org. 
 
 
 BVUvolunteers.org 

 

 

Facebook.com/BVUvolunteer
 

Twitter.com/BVUvolunteers 

BVU is a proud partner of Encore Cleveland, a initiative 
of The Cleveland Foundation, which channels the time, 
energy and talents of experienced Clevelanders into 
solving community challenges and filling unmet needs. 
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